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recruitment in pSTCL

GATE (Graduate Aptitude Test in Engineerins) 2019 score based iecruitment for the posts ofAssistant Engineer/OT (Electrical).

Punjab state Transmission corporation Ltd. (Psrcl) is a punjab Govt. owned company responsiblefor power transmission in the state of Punjab. Puniab state Transmission corporation Ltd. (psrcl)has decided to use GATE 2019 scores merit for recruitment and is in the process of finarizing themodalities with the nodal agency for conducting GATE to fiil up various vacancies to be advertisedafter 1.1.2019 onwards for the post of AE/OT 1ft..tri.ri1.
candidates interested in joining Psrcl as AElor (Electricar) must appear for GATE 2019exam.
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B E /B Tech lB Sc degree
in Electrical Engineering or
Electrical & Electronics
Engineering with a
minimum of 60% marks or
equivalent degree
recognized by AICTE or
AMIE with GOo/o marks from
institution of Engineers
(lndia) Kotkata
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Please log into GATE 2019 website www.eate.iitm.ac.in for complete details

schedule of GATE zolg Examination

able-B
Exam Date Day Sessions
GATE 02-02-201,9 Satu rd ay Forenoon (9 AM to L2 noon) and

Afternoon (2 PM to 5 pM)GATE 03-02 -2019 Sunday
GATE 09-02-20L9 Sat u rd ay
GATE L0-02-2019 Su n day
GATE 24-02-20L9 Sunday

The various terms & conditions of Punjab Govt./PSTCL including the following shall be applicable:

(i) Age Limit/Reservation:

Criteria for age limit/reservation will be as per latest instructions of Govt. of
Punjab' Existing age limit is 20 to 37 years as on 1't January of the respective
calendar year during which advertisement for recruitment is given.

(ii) Knowledge of Punjabi:

Qualification of Punjabi is essential for all the posts. For this purpose. all the
candidates must have passed Punjabr of at least Matriculation or its equivalent level
before the last date of receipt of applications.

Note: Relaxable for Sikh Migrants (1984 riot affected) upto the extent that they will
have to acquire such qualification within rwo years after joining the service failing which
their services shall be liable to be terminated.

(iii) Eligibility of Students:

Candidates. who have appeared/are appearing in the final year examination (201g-19
session) can also apply, but they must acquire the requisite qualifications before the date
of document checking and shall produce the certificate for the iame. Candidate, who fails to
do so, shall not be considered and no relaxation shall be given in this regard.

(iv) Details of actual posts for recruitment & Registration process:

A separate notice will be published in newspapers as well as PSTCL website
(www.pstcl.ore) at a later stage indicating the complete details of terms, conditions,
number of posts for recruitment & the guidelines for registration. tt is clarified that
category wise posts for AE/oT (Electrical) may or may not be advertised for recruitment
as the same will depend upon the requirement of PSTCL.

Candidates may keep visiting PSTCL website (www.pstcl.org) for further details.

c-W-A
chief Enginffi
PSTCL, Patiala.

Place: Patiala
Dt. 27.09.20L9


